ROBINSON COLLEGE, CAMBRIDGE

MEDICAL SOCIETY

Michaelmas

Dr Naomi Deakin and Dr Norman Shreeve - ‘The Academic Foundation: Medicine and Research’
   - Tuesday 24th October || 17:50 - 21:00
   - Auditorium Lounge || Drinks and Formal

Dr Robin Lachmann - ‘Treating Inherited Metabolic Disease’
   - Friday 17th November || 17:50 - 21:00
   - Auditorium Lounge || Drinks and Formal

Lent

Dr Rahul Roychoudhuri - Lister Prize Fellow
   - Tuesday 23rd January || 17:50 - 21:00
   - Auditorium Lounge || Drinks and Formal

Prof. Wolfram Schultz - Brain Prize Winner 2017
   - Tuesday 20th February || 17:50 - 21:00
   - TBC || Drinks and Formal